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~~ATION~ ADVISORy CO~ITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS.

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 296.

BEARING STRENGTH OF WOOD UNDZR STEEL AIRCRAFT BOLTS AND WASHERS

AND OTHER FACTORS INFLUIH?CINGFITTING DESIGN.

By G. W. Trayer.

.

Preface

During the past four years, the Bureau of Aeronautics,

Navy Department, has financed four investigations relative to the :

bearing strength of wood under steel ai~craft”bolts, each cover- :

, ing one particular phase of the problem. As each investigation .=

b was completed a report was prepared, with the result that there.

h are four reports (Reference 1) on the subject. Furthermore, it

so happened that the first two reports came out at a time when

the Army Air Service and the Bureau of-Aeronautics, Navy Depart-

ment, had not yet come to a cozmnonstandard of moisture content

and duration of.stress. Consequently, the charts in these re-

ports are not based on the values now in use.

The purpose of this report is to correlate, bring up to date,

and put iindera single cover all the information thought to be .-.,

essential to an understanding of the for!c-~las.Greater detail,

however, will be found in the former reports (1oc. cit.). —
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Description of Test Material Used

The bolts used for the tests were steel aircraft bolts fur-

nished by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department. The diam-

eters and lengths of the solid bolts were as follows.

Diameter of Bolt Length of Bolt

Inches Inches

No. 8 (.16) 1, 2, 2* ~

No. 10 (.19) 1, 1*, 2, 2*, 3

l/4 1, 1+, 2, 2+, 3, 4

5/16 l+) zj 2*, 3, 4,’5

3/8
1*7 2). 2*, 3, 4, 5, 6

l/2 2, 3, 4, 6

The dimensions of the hollow bolts are shown in Figure 1.

The wood used for practically all of the tests was Sitka

spruce selected in the state of Oregon. PsZt of it was shipped

to the laboratory in plank form, but the most of it was shipped

in log form, where it was cut into lumber, marked, and seasoned.

In order to demonstrate that the results obtained with spruce

were applicable to other species by adjusting for the differ-

ence in physical properties, some commercial white ash was used.

For the principal variables, such as bearing length, diam-

eter, and type of bolt, the dimension of the test specimens

per~endicular to the direction of the bolt holes was from 1 to

—
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3 inches, according to the size of bolt tested. The length of

the test specimens was.such as to permit several tests on the

same pieoe, the spacing of test holes being governed by the

size of bolt tested. Test holes were drilled near one end. At

the other end a hole was”drilled at right angles to the axis of .

the test holes to take a pin of large diameter which supported

the specimens during test. *

For the secondary tests, such as washer tests, laminated

block tests, etc., the sizes of the test specimens were such as

to best suit the conditions of the particulsz test.

r

.

..

the

per

Method of Test

The axes of all bolts mere perpendicular to the grain of

wood. Load was applied at a rate of from .03 to .06 inch

minute.

First Series - Pull Parallel to the Grain of the Wood

A large pin passed through the specimen at one end and

rested at each end on a frame attached to the base of a testing

machine. Suspended from this pin the speci-menhung down over

the center of the movable head of the testing machine. The load-

ing straps were pin connected to the movable head cnd the bolts

to be tested passed through the specimen aiidthe loading straps.

For eccentric (one-end loading) one strap was used and load Has

●

applied at one end of the bolt. Symmetrical loading was of two
.

\
.
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types: first, in which tuo straps Here used and load was applied

at each end of the bolt; and second, in which one strap insert-

.

ed in a slot in the test specimen applied a load at

tion of the bolt. Load was applied by lowering the

cf the machine. In the earlier tests one Ames dial

between one of the loading straps and the specimen.

the mid-sec-

movable head

was connected

Later, two

dials were used, making it possible to measure the movement of

each end of the bolt. New bolts were used for each test.
.

Second Series - Pull Perpendicular to the Grain of the Wood

For this test, the specimen rasted horizontally on a frme

attached to the base of a testing machine. It was supported

over a short spsn so that very little bending was introduced.

The test procedure was the seineas for pull parallel to the grain.

Third Series - Pull at en Acute Angle to the Axis of the Bolt

and the Grain of the Wood and in a Plane Determined by

the Axis of the Bolt and the Grain of the Wood

In this test the test specimen was supported at an angle

in a frame attached to the base of a testing machine. A strap,

pin connected to the movable head of the machine, was attached

to a fitt~ng, which in turn was attached to the specimen by two

bolts, spaced 5-inch centers. Deflections parallel to the

length of the test specimen and parallel to the bolt were read

simultaneously for the same load increments.

—

—

+

.
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Fourth Series – All Directions of Pull Not Covered by

the First Three Series

This included both two-end and one-end loadings. In the

two-end loading test the specimen was supported at an angle in a

frame attached to the base of the testing machine. It was so

placed that the bolt hole came directly above the center of the

movable head of the machine. Two Ames dials were fastened to

the upper surface of the specimen, one directly above each load-

ing strap. A fine wire connected each dial with a pin in the

adjacent loading strap. For one-end loading”,one strap and one —.
dial were used. The same bolt was never used for more than one

m

. test.

* Secondary

For the washer tests bearing

specimen was laid horizontally on

of a testing machine. A hole the

Tests

perpendicular to

a frme attached

same size as the

washer was drilled through the specimen and placed

the grain, a

to the base

hole in the

directly over
—-

the center of the movable head. A bolt connected to the movable

head passed vertically through this hole and to its upper end a

washer and nut were attached. Load was applied by lowering the

head. An Ames dial, attached to the specimen and operated di-

rectly by the bolt, registered the movement of the ‘washer in

the wood.

For the tests to determine how bolts of different diameters
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acted together, how the bolt hole should be drilled, how pieces

of hard dense wood glued to the surface of a member affected the

loads, etc., the procedure was the same as that described above

for pull prxallel to the grain,

IIi s cus si on .

The data on the bearing strength of wood under steel air-

cr,timtbolts tfi-ebased oil what nay be ter-aedbc~.ringstrength a.t .—

the apparent elc,stlclimit. This elastic liznt was taken as
.

that load at vh~ch the deflections ceased to be directly propor–

. tional to the loads. These values are probably not true elastio

a limit values, since the bolt did not return to the exact initial
.

position rhen the load
\

the mashers and to the

wood fibers. However,

‘,~asreduced, due to a slight friction of —

eu.beddirigof the bolt into the frayed

in design they have the same significzace
—

as elastic liait vtiues in other strength properties. HOW the

allowable design stresses were calculated from.the elastic limit

streeses will be discussed later.

For convenience, the stress in bearing parallel to the grain

is discussed first; next, the bearing stress for loads perpen- —

dicular to the grain; and finally, the bearing stress for loads

at any angle to the grain. .The reason for this will become ap-

paxent as the discussion is followed. The study was primarily

of solid bolts, bui reference is made fxom time to time to the
.

results of tests on hollow bolts.

.
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Bearing Strength - Pull Parallel to Grain

.
The data assembled under this heading represent two loading

conditions; symmetrical loading, which includes two-end and

mid-section loading of the bolts, and nonsymmetrical loading,

which is one-end loading. Load in both ca,seswas applied per-

pendicul.zmto the bolt and in a direction pmallel to the gener-

al.direction of the grain. It was found after running %quitc s
,,

complete series of tests on Sitka spruce ~d commercial white

ash that the loads at elastic limit for one-end loading were

just one-half of those for two-end loading for all lengths and

di.ametcrs.

After considerable data had been assembled for bolts of var-

ious dimeters and lengths, it became apparent that the results

for all could be combined if bearing length were expressed in

terms of diameter of bolt (L/D) rather than in inches of length

only.

In Figure 2, bearing stress at elastic limit for solid bolts

is plotted against L/D. The results are from data indicated by

circles, on Sitka spruce and comwilercialwhite ash adjusted to a

common basis. One-end and two-end loading values are both in-

cluded. The one-end loading values were simply doubled and ad-

justed for differences in the quality of the test pieces. The

values for each test piece were corrected in accordance with

their maximum crushing strength as determined by minor tests.

—_

..

.—
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The general trend ofthe points indicates a relation betveen

bearing stress at elastic limit and L~D. The heavy line marked

stress curve No. 1 approximating this general trend divides the —

points in half and is nidway between the dotted line 15 per cent

above it and the dotted line 15 per cent below it, which cut off

the upper and lower 25 per cent of the points, re~pectively.

AS tlkiscurve was sketched in, an efficiency curve (No.1),

based on length of bolt being constant, was constructed siinulta–

neously. It is evident that a efficiency curve must be a smooth

curve. Consequently, the stress curve was altered until the ef-

ficiency curve fulfilled that condition. Though, with the bolts

furnished, no tests for very large L/D ratios could be retie,it

was assumed that the load at elastic limit for a given dismeter _

of bolt remained constant after a certain L/D ratio was passed.

This L/D ratio was taken as 13 and the efficiency curve based

on weight of stem only would become horizontal at an L/D of 13

and remain horizontal for greqter ratios. After repeated trials .<

to obtain a smooth efficiency curve, a stress curve was obtained

which fit the data very well. It will be noted that from O to 1

L/D the stress was assumed constant. It was impossible to ver-

. ify this by test, but the assumption seems logical. The effici-

ency curve ior this range would be a straight line. Between the

ratios 1 and 13 it bec~e a parabolic curve of the power shown .—

on”the curve, tangent to the straight line at an L/D of 1 and .=

to the horizontal line at an L/D of 13. Efficiency was taken
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as the load per unit weight of stem cr E = C L~ad
Volume of stem”

In order to express efficiency in terms of L/D, the expression

E= c load may be reduced to E = Cl load
Volume of stem

and since
LD=

LD load~LD
C stress= projected area, = stress andE=

D=
Assuming as we did above that L is ccnstant and writing

LE = C stress L/D, efficiency may be expressed as

E = C2 stress L/D. -

Incidentally, it ~ay be noted that if the length of bolt,
—

that is, thickness of member, were not a constant, but ccwld be

varied at will, the stress curve would become the efficiency

curve.

In the eaxly tests the nuts were drawn quite snug and the

loads were accordingly raised. “On a percentage basis this fric-

tion elqment became less important as the length of bolt was in-

creased. Because of this friction, the stress curve meets the

stress axis at 92.6 per cent of the maximum orushing strength,

whereas we know that for Sitka spruce the elasti~ limit stress

.—

—.

.

in compression parallel to the grain iS only 80 per cent of the

maximum crushing strength. Correcting for friction, we get the

lower stress curve No. 2 and a corresponding efficiency curve .

No. 2. Later it will be founclconvenient to put this curve on .

a percentage basis so that the bearing stress for any species

can be calculated therefrom: (See Figure 7, curve A.) .

Another set of efficiency curves me shown on Figure 2, ~

which have been calculated on a different basis. These are

.
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stress curve NO. 2 and the weights of head, stem, and

been included in the weight of the bolt. On the assump-

tion made above regarding a constant load beyond ar! L/D of 13 ..—
●

for a given dismeter, these curve’sdo not reach a maximum. Since

the weight of bolt is only one element which must be considered

in the efficiency of a fitting, little can be said regarding

these efficiency curves except that as far as the bolts axe con- ,

cerned, efficiency increases as diameter of bolt decreases when

length is a constsnt.

In general, the”ssme type of stress curves are obtained for ._

hollow bolts. Due to a flattening of such bolts under load, the

stress curves begin with a less stress at O L/D than solid

bolts and then dip somewhat more rapidly for increasing values

of L/D. The stress at O L/D also decreases as the ratio of

shell thickness to radius decreases. Consequently, with differ-

ent shell thicknesses, we have a fsmily of stress curves. Only

three disinters of hollow bolts were available for these tests,

namely, 5/8 inch, 3/4 inch, and 1 inch. All had a shell thick-

ness of 1/8 inch. Guided by the information obtained from the -—

tests of solid bolts, it was possible to establish stress curves ~

with a relatively few tests. A family of such curves are shown

in Figure 3. With the bolts available, it was possible to deter- __

mine only three of these hollow bolt stress curves; the 1 : 2*,

1:3, md 1 : 4, corresponding to the 5/8-inch, 3/4-inch,

snd l-inch bolts, respectively. The other curves were interpo-

.
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lated. As for the solid bolts, stress curves’cnd efficiency

curves were drawn simultaneously and trials made until the stress

curve fit the data f~rly well and gave a smooth efficiency

curve. The efficiency curves are also shown in the figure. The

dimensions of the bolts were taken from Aircraft Specifications

95 A of March, 1919.

As a usual thi~g, hollow bolts are used in much larger sizes

than solid bolts and in many cases they are likely to be less

efficient than the solid. It would be well, therefore, to check

the efficiency based on total weight of bolt before completing

the design of the fitting. In some cases, however, a sacrifice

.

—

.—

. of efficiency as regards weight of bolt

ing when the weight of fitting is taken
*

following”cases it will, in general, be

bolts are more efficient than the solid

may result in a net sav-

into account. In the
--

found that the hollow

bolts:

1. When the diameters are equal.

2. When the weight of the hollow bolt per
unit of length is equal to or less
than that of the solid bolt.

3. When the number of bolts used are equal.

One Component of Lead Parallel to Grain and the

Other Taken by the Washer or Fitting

Drift stresses carried through a drift wire to the bolt .—

which holds the wire to the spar apply to that bolt a load which.

has one component paral~el to the grain and another which is —
8
.
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taken by the washer on the back of the spar. When

at the head of the bolt is provided by the fitting

.

A.

12

ample bearing

or washer, the

stress in the wood due to the component parallel to the grain may -_

be made equal to the permissible stress parallel to the grain for

a one-end loading. As pointed out above, the permissible stress

for a one-end load is half that for a symmetrical load. So far
,-

we have dealt with elastic limit stresses only, but the sme ap-

plies to design stresses, which will be discussed later.

Bearing Strength perpendicular to the Grain

It has been known for some time that the elastic limit

stress in bearing perpendicular to the graircwas influenced by
.+

the size of bolt or plate bearing on’a wooder,memberj due to

the fact that as load’is applied, the fibers, which are bent

down along the e~es of the plate, are thrown into bending and

help to resist the load. Lowest values will be obtained, there-.

fore, when the entire test specimen is covered, and as the size

of the bolt or plate is decreased, stress values will increase. .

Tests mere made and the relation shown in Figure 7, curve D,

was found to exist for spruce. Fiber stress is plotted against

width of plate with stress for a 2-inch plate as 100 per cent.

This was done because all standard tests are made with a 2-inch

plate and strength values now in use are based on these tests.

While this curve was made from tests on spruce, it may be gener–

ally applied to other species.
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It is apparent that we will get a different curve represent-

ing the relation between bearing stress perpendicular to the

grain and L/D ratio fpr each size of bolt. The general rela-

tion, however, may be plotted on a percentage basis and is so

shown in Figure 7, curve C. Elastic limit bearing stresses per-

pendicular to the grain”csm be determined from Figure 7 (curves D

apd C) by first multiplying the elastic limit stress perpendicu- —

lar to the grain recommended for

for bolt size and the’product by

While no tests were made on

ular to the grain, it is thought

the species by the percentage —

the percentage for L/D ratio. .—

hollow bolts bearing perpendic-

that the relation shown in Fig-.

ure 7, cuxve C, may be applied to them without appreciable error.

The loads at elastic limit perpendicular to the grain are much --

smaller than those parallel to the grain and would not produce

II
..

much flattening Gf the bolts and consequent reduction in load.

Bearing Strength at aa Angle tG

We have discussed the case.of bearing

or where one component was parallel to the

was ‘takenby a washer or fitting under the

—

the Grain

parallel to the grain .=

grain and the other

head of the bolt. We

havp also discussed the condition of bearing perpendicular to the

grain. There remains the condition in which the bolt to wood re-

action may be reduced to two components, one acting parallel to

the fibers and one acting perpendicular to them. A lift stress

might throw such a load on a bolt.
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A two-end.load was applied to bolts, the axes of which were

perpendicular to the grain of the ~?oodi Tests were made with the

line of action of the force acting at 30,.45, and 60 degrees to
●

the grain. $n Figures 4, 5, and 6 are shown the results of tests

on l/4-inch, 3/8–inch, and l/2-inch solid bolts thus tested.

Bearing values p~allel (at 0°) and perpendicular (at 90°) to the
\
grain are also included. Elastic limit stresses are plotted

.
against the angle of the line of action with the grain. All

tests of a given size of bolt and bearing length were made in

the same piece of spruce, but’the results for cne diameter and

bearing length are not directly comparable with those for another

size and bearing length, since the separate pieces varied some–

what in quality.”

It is apparent that the points in each series bear a rela-

tion to each other fixed by some law. A formula for bearing a;

an angle to the grain advocated by Mr. Hankinson for rigi~ plates

fitted the data better than any other formula proposed when mod-

ified to take care of size of bolt. The full line curves of

Figures 4, 5, and 6 are the values computed by this formula.

Mr. Hankinson~s formula is

N PQ=
Psin28 + Qco#e

in which N= the unit bearing stress in a direction at
inclination e with the direction of the
grain.

P = the unit stress in compression parallel
to the grain.

.
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Q = the ~it dress in compression perpen-
dicular to the grain.

In using this formula, it would be necessary to modify it

or to modify the values of P for L/D and Q for L/D and

di~eter of bolt. The latter appeared to be the simpler of the

two. The modifications of p andQ for L/D are shown in Fig-

ure ‘7,curves A and C, and of Q, for diameter of bolt in curve D.

One–End Loading at a Angle to the Grain .-

Tests were made with a one-end load acting not only at an —

angle to the grain but at an angle to the bolt as well. It was

found that a one-end load at elastic limit acting perpendicularA

to the bolt was just one-half a two-end

. load acting at an angle to the bolt, it

nent perpendicular to the bolt could be

sible one-end load.

load. With a one-end

was found that the compo.

made equal to the permis-

Allowable Design Stresses ‘.

1. Bearing parallel to the grain.- The elasticlimit stress

parallel to the grain is approximately 80 per cent of the maximum

crushing strength for conifers (soft woods) and ~5 per cent for

hard woods. Therefore, for really sh~zt bolts (O to 1 L/D),

the allowable design stress is fixedby the ultimate, i.e., a

factor of 1.25 for conifers and 1.33 for hazd woods can be ap-

plied to elastic limit to obtain des’.gnvalues.. As the L/D

.
ratio increases, the ratio between fiber stress at elastic limit

.
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and the ultimate decreases until it is soon less than 50 per’cent

of the ultimate. Here the allowable design load may be fixed by

the elastic limit, since the maximum probable load (one-half the

design load) should not exceed the elastic limit. Because of the

splitting which takes place near the elastic limit for large L/I)

ratios, it is recommended that maximum probable load should be

fixed at 85 per cent of the elastic limit load and consequently,

design load will be 1.70

ratios above 12 the same

from 1 to 12 the factors

times the elastic limit load. Fcr L/D

factor should be used. For L/D ratios

should increase lineally frcm the 1.25

.
.

.

or 1.33 mentioned above to the 1.70 recommended for an L/D of

12 ● These factors are shown graphically in Figure 7 (B curves).

2. Bearing perpendicular to the grain.- Allcwable design

stresses for bearing perpendicular to the grain should be one-

third greater than elastic limit stresses for all L/D ratios

as represented by the elastio limit L/D curve. Of course, mod-

ification for size of bolt must also be made.

Since the recommended design stress in bearing perpendicular

to the grain given in the table of strength properties is 33-1/3

per cent more than the elastic limit stress (see”Table 1 of

strength properties, footnote 4), the,design value for a given

diameter and L/D can be obtained by multiplying the table value

by the diameter factor and the L/D factor.

.

.

●

✎
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3. Bearing at an angle to the grain.- When calculating the

allowable design stress for bearing at an angle to the grain, it “

is only necessary to calculate the allowable design stress par-

allel to the grain (P) for the L/D given, and the allowable

design stress perpendiculsx to the grain (Q) for the diameter

of bolt and L/D given and substitute them in formula

N= PQ
Psin29 + Qcos20

Allowable Distance between Bolts on a Line

It is often convenient or essential to place two or more .—

. bolts on a line to resist a load acting in the direction of the
.

grain. When bolts are so placed, it is important that they be
%

sufficiently spaced to prevent shear in the plugs between the?p.

Several questions arise in this connection. First, can the cal-

culation be based ‘ondouble shear?

ter of bolts, edge to edge, or some

calculating shear area? Third, can

shear be used for all L/D ratios?

Second, should center to cen-

other distance be used in

the same design stresses in

Our tests show that double shear may be used provided that

a distance intermediate between the center to center and edge to

edge distance is used for calculating shear area and that design

stress is reduced.for L/D ratio,. It is apparent that with

large L/D ratios the shear failure is a progressive one start-
.

ing at the edges of the piece. Several series of tests with var-

.

.
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ious L/D ratios indicated that the allowable design shear stress

should be the shear strength of the material reduced for L/D

ratio in accordance with the A curve of Figure 7“.

Cross Bolts

When load parallel to th”egrain is applied to a bolt, split-

ting to the end is likely to occur, no matter what the margin-or

length of bolt, if the capacity load is continued long enough.

A little wedge of fibers forms under the bolt and produces a

cleavage action. Furthermore, with long bolts a%the angle of

. the line of action with the grain approaches 90 degrees, split-

ting occurs nearer and nearer to the elastic limit. The most
.

logical and effective way of preventing this splitting is by
. ..

tying the member together with small cross bolts. This is espe-

cially effective when

ting and not simply a

A few tests were

of using cross bolts,

there is a combination of forces on a fit-

direct tension or compression.

made which merely point out the importance

but which were not extensive enough to fur-

nish rules for the spacing of bolts, size to be used, etc. They

do show, however, that it becomes necessary to use cross bolts

when the cross-sectional dimension of the member perpendicular

to the bolt is less than three times the diameter of the bolt,

and in all cases the joints with cross bolts showed greater reli-

ability than those without.
.
,

●

.
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Bolts of Different Diameters in the Same Fitting

I

When bolts of different diameters are used in the same fit-

ting, it is logical to suppose that the load which they will

sustain collectively is not the sum of what they will resist
#

singly. While no extensive series of tests was made, the little

data which we have would indicate that where the ratio of diame-.

ters is not greater them two to one, the sum of their individual

loads may be used without appreciable error.

Allowable

.

The size relation

Bearing Stress for Washers

shown in Figure ~, curve D, applies to

. washers as well as bolts snd plates. The diameter of the washer

● may be taken as the width of plate.

.

Making the Bolt Hole

It is recommended that the bolt holes

with the fitting and of such size that the

be carefully matched
A

bolts can be driven

by light taps. When the holes were made

the bolts so that considerable force was

initial stress was put into the wood and

ultimate were both lowered, It was also

slightly smaller than

required to drive them,

the elastic limit and

found necessary to use

freely clearing bits with side cutter lips to in~ure freedom

from initial splits.

,

.
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Bolts in Laminated Members

.

.

.

.
.

Unless a bolt in a wooden member is very

bend under loads applied at or near tho ends.

fibers at the edges of the piece are stressed

short, it will

Consequently, the

beyond the elastic

limit and reach their ultimate before the other fibers. It is

possible, therefore, to increase the loads by gluing pieces of

denser vood to the surface of the member in which the

Fitting blocks for box beams have been made of spruce

pieces of birch glued to the sides. A few tests were

bolts bear.

with thin .

m&de to

throw some light on how thick the dense lamination should be and

on what increase in load might be e~ected. Three sizes of bolts

were u~ed. The members were 2-3/4 inches wide in the direction

of the bolt, except those with plywood on the outside of birch

which uere 3 inches. This latter construction simulated a filler

block vith the beam uebs glued to it. The following table shows

the results expressed in per cent. Tests were inadewith load ap-

plied parsllel to the grain.

—-
Diameter [
of bolt L Spruce ~
inches D birch

1/4 11.0 100 110

5/16 I 8.8 100 I 109

1/2 5.5 100 112

out S i dc
~

birch

139

135

128

lamination

---t

l/2-inch l/8-inch bitch
birch 2-ply spruce

155 123

156 I
147 123

The

ratio of

maximum increase that would normally be expected is the

crushing strength of the bizch to that of the spruce.
.
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It required about 1/2 inch of birch on the outside of spruce for

a maximum increase in load with the size of member used. This

applies only to the specimens with the outer surface of birch.

If we put about 1/8 inch of two-ply 45-degree spruce plywood on ..=

the outside

beam, about

of the birch to correspond to the web of the box

20 to 25 per teat is all the increase we can expect.

Use of Eushings

The tests on spruce blocks with denser wood glued to the

surface seem to indicate that light, hard bushings might be used

very effectively. As a matter of fact, a sort of washer 1/2

inch or so thick countersunk at the ends of the bolts may be

even more efficient than full bushings. Lightj metal aloYs or

such material as bakelite, offer possibilities as bushing mater-

ial. No tests were made along this line sihce time &nd funds

were.not available for a series of tests complete enough to be

of any real value to designers.

Tightness of Nut

In prepsxing the charts which accompany this report, the

friction of the washers was practically eliminated. It is app=-

ent that the calculated appatent be~ing stress for a short bolt

l,~iththe nut ~a~ tight could be ~most any vslue, depending

upon how tight the nut was drawn. Tightening of the nuts so as
.
. to crush the wood does not insure that they will remain tight~

.—

——

-—

-.

.—
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Such tightening will

swelling takes place

with the result that

cause the permanent set of a member if much .__+

due to changes in atmospheric conditions, -—

the nuts ‘will”nolonger be tight if the --
—

piece shrinks again later on.

Conclusions and Recommendations

With the thickness of member (bearing length of bolt) fixed,

the efficiency of solid bolts based on load divided by volume

increpses as the diameter is decreased. The weight and compact-

ness of the fitting, the tendeney to corrode, and the labor in-

volved, will usually limit the minimum dimeter which can be
.

used effectively.

In general, the efficiency,

with bearing length fixed shows

bolts. There is, of ccurse, an

L/D relaticn for holloy bolts

the same trend as that for solid

efficiency curve for each ratio

of shell thickness to radius, the bolts with the thinner walls

having the greater relative efficiency.

The substitution of hollow bolts for solid cries,the qua,l-

ity of the metal being the same for both, will lead to a reduc-

tion in efficiency if there is a great Increase in diameter.

If the difference in diameters is not too great, the hollow bolt

will usually be more efficient. In the following cases the hol-

low bolt will ordinarily be found to be more efficient than the

. sclid:

.

●

-- .=

,

——

.-

—.—

—.

.-l

.-.—
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1. When the diameters are equal.

2. men the weight per unit length of the
hcllew bolt is equal to or less than
that of the solid.

3. When the number of bolts are equal.

The bearing stress at elastic limit for solid bolts sub-

jected to a symmetrical.pull varies with IJ/D ratio in accord-

ance with curve a, (Fig. 7) ‘whenthe pull is parallel to the

grain, and with curve C when the pull is perpendicular to the

grain. For elastic limit betiing stresses under bolts subject

to symmetrical loads acting at an angle (0) to the grain, the

. following formula is recommended:

4

N= PQ —
Psin2@ + QcoszO

s
)

provided P, the b-earingstress parallel to the grain, has been _....

reduced for L/D ratio and Q, the bearing stress perpendicular

to the grain, has been modified for both diameter of bolt and

L/D ratio in”accordsmce with the relations shown in Figure 7,
.

curves A, C, and D.

Allowable design stress must be based on both elastic limit

and ultimate values. For long bolts, it is based on the former

(because the elastic limit values axe less than 50 per cent of

.
the ultimate) and for short bolts on the latter (because the elas-

tic limit values are

. sign purposes, it is

.

.

.

over 50 per

recomende d

cent of the ultimate). For de-

that the elastic limit values
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of P be multiplied

for the vaxious L/D

increased 33–1/3 per

24

by the factord given in FiO~re 7, ~’mve B,

ratios, and the elastic limit value of Q

cent for all L/D ratios. When the elastic

limit values of P and Q are thus further modified, the above

formula maybe used to calculate design loads.

A one-end load perpendicular to the bolt is equal to one–

half of the symmetrical twr-end load. For a one-end lead acting

at an angle to the bolt, the compcnent perpendicular to the bolt

may be made equa3 to a normal one-end load. These statements ap-

ply to “loads‘actingin any direction with respect to the grain.

In calculating the allowable distance between kolts on a
.

line for a pull parallel to the grain, our tests shcw that double

shear may be used provided that the calculation i’sbased on an,

edge to center distance and that the allowable shear strength of

the material is reduced for L/D ratio by the same percentage

that the elastic limit bearing st>ess is reduced, that is, in

accordance with curve A (Fig. ~).

Cross bolts are exceedingly important in obtaining reliable

joints. This is especially true if the cross-sectional dimension

of the imemberperpendicular to the bolt is less than three times

the diameter of the bolt (under these conditions we were unable

..-

—

.

to get the expected load with

It is concluded that for

assumed that several bolts of.

will sustain collectively the
.

recommended stress withqut them). ...-

all practical purposes it may be

unequal size in the same fitting

sum of what they will resist singly
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when the ratio of dimeters is not greater thsm two to one.

It is recommended that holes be drilled with a wood bit

which has side cutter lips. The holes should also be of such .

size and so spaced that the bolts can be driven by light taps. ‘ :

The use of fitting blocks with hard dense wood glued to the

surfaces, or the use of light, hard bushings, will lead to

greater joint strength.
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!/
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ca at fittings. Beyond the elastic limit tbe local contirmm to inomcse elowly mrtil tlM &formation aud crndrfng bcxkne = cevcre as to scrformly damage the wuud fn

otbcr prepertim. Figurm in this oolrmm were obtained by applyfng a duration ef stmac faotor ef 1.17 (me Nota 1) ta the average elsctlo limit * and iben adding

23% per cent to.& design values rompareble to thoee for bending, eomprtssion parallel to gmdn, end cheer es ficW iu the table.

~ Vsluw fn tbic ccdumu cm for usc in computing rdstenra ef bcems to longitudinal ahcar. They are obtained by mtiplying avmnge values by .75. Tbfc factor

is ured bemuee of the variability fn etrco@r and in order that failure by shear may be less prebsble than faflure frem other ceusm. Furthermore, tds have shown

that te.%usc cd the favorable influence upon the distribution of et- resulting from limfting sbsering dcfmrurddonc, “the maxim um 6treD@ weight rutio and IuirLimnm

variability fn stmmgth are attained when I end hex besum are so ~pationcd that the uMmata ahc+ring strength is not developed and failure by &war dew not oconr.

~ Inelrrdee white cab @. Amcricaua), green ash (F. Irmeacdetaj; aud blue ach (F. quedrrmg.dsta). I

7 Inulucb swest bmh (B. Ients) and yellow bfmh (B. lutes). B

BIncludes b% c&Jlbark hiokmy (H. Minima), mookernut biokory (H. albs), pigmrt biokery (E. @bra), and shagbark hickory (H. OVA).

s Imhdca rnr4dal Eom Central Ama%a and (Mm. iI
.

10 Yneludes white oak (Q. rdbs), bur oak (Q. macrocarp), 00W oek (Q. titiud, tit @ (Q. fior), Ed Ok (Q. rubr’fd, _ (hi-d) Oak (Q. @MW,

lmml mk (Q.Irmrifolia), water eek (Q. nfgm), Spanish (lowland) ock (Q. pagodaefolin), wiflow oak (Q. pheylos), yellow oak (Q. v~uti.na). j

j] lhdudm red spruce &. r-ubcns), white spruce (P. oanedemfc), and Eitka spruce (p. citcha).
F
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Angle of line of action with grain.
Fig.4 Ourves showing bearing strength of spruce under bolts 8ub-

jected to symmetrical loads acting at various angles to the
grain of the wood. Each point is the average of three tests. RLll
line calculated by Hankinson Formula.
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